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OVERALL DRUG PRICING STATE-OF-PLAY:
POLICY & POLITICS
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Overall:
 President Trump has made addressing drug pricing a top policy priority even before he was elected (“American

Patients First” – Blueprint to Lower Drug Prices, multiple proposed regs, etc.).
 The Congress has also made drug pricing a top priority on a bipartisan basis (House Democrats’ HR 3; Grassley

Prescription Drug Price Reduction Act).
 And perhaps most importantly, the American people have said it is a top priority for several years, even during the

COVID-19 pandemic.
Today:
 PDPRA/HR 3 have languished and will likely NOT be part of COVID-19 legislative efforts despite over a year of

lobbying by Chairman Grassley and many others.
 Facing a challenging election environment, President Trump decided to move on several executive actions without the

Congress (more to come…).
The Future:
 If Biden wins but Republicans maintain control the Senate, the new president will likely use the regulatory

process to run with the Trump Part B international drug pricing proposal, teed up but not finalized, although
likely a more moderate policy – maybe one that gets buy-in from patient advocacy, physician and hospital
groups.

 If the elections produce the status quo, Trump could team up with Speaker Pelosi’s House to force passage of
at least the Grassley-Wyden bill.



CLOSER LOOK: 
PRESCRIPTION DRUG PRICE REDUCTION ACT (GRASSLEY)
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S. 2543 – the Prescription Drug Price Reduction Act (PDPRA) remains the
key legislative proposal surrounding prescription drug pricing. As a reminder
S. 2543 contained the following landmark proposals:

Rebate to inflation in Part D and B

Mandatory rebates for discarded amounts of certain single-dose drugs

Part D redesign: Instilling a true out-of-pocket maximum for
beneficiaries; reduces Medicare reinsurance liability in catastrophic phase;
shifts financial risk onto manufacturers and (most significantly) the plans
(i.e., premium)

Requires pass-through pricing models, and prohibits spread-pricing for
payment arrangements with PBMs under Medicaid

 Increases the rebate mandated under Medicaid Drug Rebate Program



PART D REDESIGN ADVOCACY RE: EGWPS
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 Grassley/Wyden bill still includes problematic lack of differentiation between individual
PDPs and group.

 Roundtable members held successful meetings to educate about negative impact on
group plans with Senate and House leadership in February (pre-pandemic) and MedPAC.

 Follow-up discussions with key committee staff by Roundtable and individual members;

MedPAC releases June report with language noting differences with EGWP plans.

 Next steps: Continue to engage committees and leadership, scoring analysis, compile data
on impact, revised language push.

 Operating under the assumption PDPRA will move at some point, even though unlikely at
this point.



ROUNDTABLE DRUG PRICING ACTIVITY
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Despite the focus on COVID-19 relief in Washington, the Roundtable continues to 
advocate for comprehensive legislative and regulatory changes to addresses the 
skyrocketing cost of pharmaceutical list prices by: 

 Engaging congressional leadership, committee staff, key Hill offices;

Working closely with allies (plans, consumers, coalitions);

 Keeping membership informed (weekly, webinars, ad hoc calls).



PRESIDENTIAL EXECUTIVE ORDERS
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IMPORTATION OF PRESCRIPTION DRUGS
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Resurfaces a Notice of Proposed Rule Making issued by the FDA in December of 2019 that would permit
States/Tribal governments to establish programs for the importation of certain drugs from Canada. Also, contains
other components that direct the Secretary to establish the following: (1) a program/process for granting
individuals the ability to import prescription drugs, contingent on importation waivers that would have to be
approved by the FDA; and (2) a process/mechanism for authorizing the re-importation of insulin products upon a
finding by the Secretary that it is required for emergency medical care pursuant to section 801(d) of the FDCA, 21
U.S.C. 381(d).

Policy Perspectives • Limited to self-administered, non-biological products (no controlled subs). 
• Canada likely to limit drug exports; drug makers could limit sales to Canada. 
• Similar legislation (S. 469) was scored to save $7 billion over 10 years

Political Outlook • Several states have proposed Drug Importation Programs. Success of the EO is 
dependent on FDA compliance and overall support. 



MANDATES 340B DISCOUNT PASSTHROUGH
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Directs the Secretary of HHS to withhold certain operating grants available to Federally Qualified Health Centers
(FQHCs) if they fail to set prices for insulin and injectable epinephrine equal to the discounted prices paid to
acquire such products – in particular, by the FQHC grantee or sub-grantee for such products under the 340B
Prescription Drug Discount Program. Those prices are essentially equal to Medicaid’s net prices, which incorporate
large statutory discounts.

Policy Perspectives • Affects only the ~1,362 Health Center program grantees active in the U.S., as 
well as connected providers to an extent. (In 2017, there were 16,842 federal 
grantee sites participating in 340B, as well as 21,554 hospital-affiliated sites.)

• Could place pressure on other 340B participants to pass through discounts

Political Outlook • Timing is everything. Given COVID-19, targeting FQHCs may elicit negative 
feedback. However, the policy is generally supported. 



‘MOST FAVORED NATIONS’ POLICY
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President has yet to reveal text. Broadly, MFN would tie prices of certain (or most) Medicare Part B drugs to
the most favored prices realized by other nations for such drugs.

 Remains to be seen how close this will emulate 2018 IPI

 Will not be signed officially till August 25th – Administration is offering pharma executives time to negotiate
alternatives.

Policy Perspectives • Mostly TBD
• MFN seems broader than IPI—however, this has not been confirmed

Political Outlook • IPI proposal faced strong resistance from the drug industry as well as some 
beneficiary advocates – and was not popular with Republicans in Congress. 

• Whether such an initiative can proceed at the same time as the drug industry is 
focusing on developing vaccines and treatments for COVID-19 – another 
argument advanced by the drug industry – is also uncertain.



REBATE PASSTHROUGH AND POINT-OF-SALE DISCOUNTS IN PART D
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Directs the Secretary of HHS to finalize the proposed rule issued by the Administration in 2018 but withdrawn in
2019, requiring health plan sponsors, pharmacies, and/or PBMs to pass all rebates collected from
drug manufacturers to Medicare Part D patients in the form point-of-sale discounts at the
pharmacy counter. Specifically, the Proposed Rule:
 Eliminates safe harbor protections for rebates provided post-sale that are not passed through
 Establishes new safe harbors that would permit plan sponsors, pharmacies, and PBMs to apply discounts at the

point-of-sale.
 Establishes federal budget neutrality requirement (section 4 – must not be “projected to increase Federal

spending, Medicare beneficiary premiums, or patients’ total out-of-pocket costs”).

Policy Perspectives • Original proposal = $177 billion over 10-year period. Remains to be see how 
the proposed policy could be altered under budget neutral terms. 

Political Outlook • Rebate “bubble” and “rebate wall” remain key issues; however, parties are 
focused on other solutions (i.e., Medicare negotiation, regulatory pathways, 
outcomes-based pricing, and anti-competitive restrictions for generics and 
biosimilars).



STAKEHOLDER ALLIES RESPONSE TO REBATE ISSUE
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• “Americans are being hurt by high prescription drug prices, which are set and fully controlled by Big Pharma alone. And Big 
Pharma could cut drug prices all on their own tomorrow if they wanted to do so – but they won’t. Action must be taken to 
hold Big Pharma accountable for their out-of-control drug prices. But the Administration’s rebate rule takes us in the complete 
opposite and wrong direction, and the Administration’s own analysis confirms this assessment.” 

–Matt Eyles, AHIP

• “The Administration’s decision last year to withdraw a proposed regulation on prescription drug rebates was the right decision. 
Reviving a rebate reform proposal now does not address the underlying flaws – that it will drastically increase Medicare 
premiums for America’s seniors and most vulnerable.”

–JC Scott, President & CEO, Pharmaceutical Care Management Association

• “The Rebate Rule is a key component of Big Pharma’s blame game to evade responsibility for out-of-control drug prices, would 
eliminate a key negotiating step that serves as the only real check on the pharmaceutical industry’s unilateral control over 
prices and would hand the industry a more than $100 billion bailout — it’s little wonder Big Pharma supports the rule and even 
less of a surprise it was an idea from one of their own in the first place. 

–Lauren Aronson, Executive Director, Campaign for Sustainable Drug Pricing
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NEXT STEPS, QUESTIONS & DISCUSSION
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